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Model CP # (if 

multiple)

Status Net CP 
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Net shipping 

cost

Box Notes

1 Arabian

converted to Karate 

Master (unknown)

Atari Upright Sold $122 $21 C3 4 Monroe joysticks.   Will part out if requested.  Price based 

on Monroe joystciks @ $30 each.  Wiring present with edge 

type connector, but there are loose wires too.

2 Asteroids Atari Upright 1 Sold $14 $25 custom Just a bare panel.  All parts have been stripped.  Picture shows 

with parts, but THERE ARE NO PARTS!.  CP art looks pretty 

good except for big "J" on lower right.  There is a small bend in 

the CP at the top edge, about 7" from the left edge.  This can 

probably be bent back.  24"x14"x16"  Sold on ebay.

3 Asteroids Atari Upright 2 Sold $57 $24 custom Looks complete with all controls, wiring and connector.  CP art 

very, very good, close to excellent.  One of the best originals I 

have seen.  There are a few small marks, but this is a great CP.  

24"x14"x16"

4 Asteroids Atari Upright 3 Sold $27 $25 custom Wiring looks complete with connector.  Buttons wrong.  One 

button missing.  One button skirt missing.  Fair amount of rust.  

Art on CP not horrible, but not great.  24"x14"x16"

5 Asteroids Atari Upright 4 Sold $21 $25 custom Looks complete with all controls, wiring and connectors.  

Wood block attacked in inside back.  Stock?  I doubt it, but it 

looks ok.  CP very dirty, but CP art not horrible (not great 

either).  Good amount of rust in black areas of CP.  I think 

most of the dirt on the CP art will clean up.  24"x14"x16"

6 Asteroids Deluxe Atari Upright 1 Sold $24 $19 C3 CPO has some cig burns, but not too bad.  All wiring with 

connector present and uncut.  Both start buttons are 

vandalized.  One is wrong color.

7 Asteroids Deluxe Atari Upright 2 Sold $29 $17 C3 All controls, wiring with connector present and uncut.  CPO is 

trashed.  Price based on good controls.

8 Asteroids Deluxe Atari Upright 3 Sold $35 $17 C3 All controls, wiring with connector present and uncut.  CPO on 

top of CP is good.  CPO on middle and by bottom bend is 

nicked up a lot.  CPO dirty, but should clean up good.

9 Asteroids Deluxe Atari Cocktail Sold $34 $15 A1 Complete with all wiring and connectors.  One wire to button 

connection broken off on tab of wire solder point to button.  If 

sold seperately, $24 for better, $18 for worse (difference 

being wear on CPO in bend of CP.
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10 Battlezone Atari Upright Sold $14 $16 F6 Right joystick missing.  Left joystick cracked and taped.  Wiring 

with connector present.  CP art actually pretty nice, but there 

are several small rust spots.

11 Beezer Tong Upright 1 Sold $19 $17 B2 Track ball missing.  No wiring.  2 white leaf switches present.  

CPO dirty but good condition.

12 Beezer Tong Upright 2 Sold $60 $17 B2 Track ball missing.  Otherwise appears to be complete with 

wiring, connector, buttons.  CPO looks excellent.  I don't want 

to take off the protective bubble wrap, if you are really 

interested, let me know and I will get better pics.

13 Black Widow Atari Upright 2 Sold $400 $21 H8 Prototype.  100% complete, all controls, wiring and connector 

present.  Notice:  Connector is different than production 

model. Two 4" joysticks.

14 Buck Rogers Planet Of 

Zoom

Sega Upright Sold $26 $27 custom Looks 100% complete, all controls, wiring and connector.  CPO 

very nice, just some cracking at the bend of the CP.  

24"x16"x10"

15 Carnival Gremlin/Sega Upright Sold $25 $16 wrap Looks complete with all controls,wiring and connector.  CPO 

on top pretty good, some gunk on left side that might clean 

up.  CPO after bend in CP has a large spot that is torn away.

16 Centipede

converted to Ajax 

(Konami)

Atari Upright Sold $30 $20 C3 4 white, 2 red, 2 blue buttons, 4-way leaf switch joystick, 

wiring present complete but connector cut  1 button nut 

missing.  I think it's a 4" joystick (NO GUARANTEE!), but 

measures approximately 3.75" from bottom of ball to bottom 

of stick.  Price based on joystick and buttons. Sold on ebay.

17 Cloak & Dagger

for Defender (Williams)

Atari Upright Sold $52 $16 I9 Right joystick missing.  All other controls present and wiring 

with connector.  Left joystick is a 4-way leaf and appears to be 

a 4" version.  25"x8"x5"

18 Cloak & Dagger

for Stargate, Robotron, 

Joust (Williams)

Atari Upright Sold $44 $17 custom Just the metal & CPO.  CPO looks very, nice, excellent 

condition.  25"x10"x7"

19 Convert-a-Game

converted to (unknown)

Sega Upright Sold $16 $17 B2 Complete, all controls, wiring and connector.  Joystick self-

centers, Sega Convert-a-Game style metal CP with Willis 

Asteroids Deluxe CPO applied (but not right configuration for 

Asteroids Deluxe game).
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20 Cyber Sled Namco Upright Sold $45 $21 custom 2 joystick CP.  No CPO.  Price based on joysticks.  Will part out 

to reduce shipping.  Wiring, connectors, speakers present.  

16"x15"x14"

21 Defender Williams Upright 1 Sold $13 $14 I9 Looks completed with all controls, wiring and connector.  CPO 

poor.  Joystick is fairly tight and good self-center.  Price based 

on controls.  25"x9"x4"

22 Defender Williams Upright 2 Sold $13 $14 I9 Looks complete with all controls, wiring and connector.  CPO 

poor.  Joystick self-center but not very tight.  Lots of cig burns.  

Price based on controls.  25"x9"x4"

23 Defender Williams Upright 3 Sold $15 $14 I9 Looks complete with all controls, wiring and connector.  

Aftermarket CPO in fair condition.  Cig burns.   No CP brackets.  

Price based on controls.  25"x9"x4"

24 Defender Williams Upright 4 Sold $14 $14 I9 Looks complete with all controls, wiring and connector.  

Aftermarket CPO, not very good.  Some cig burns.   Joystick 

loose and barely self-centers.  Connector is not stock and will 

not fit a stock cabinet wiring.  Price based on controls.  

25"x9"x4"

25 Defender Williams Upright 5 Sold $10 $14 I9 Joystick assembly missing.  Otherwise looks complete with all 

controls, wiring and connector.  CPO bad.  Cig burns.  Price 

based on controls.  25"x9"x4"

26 Defender Williams Upright 6 Sold $15 $14 I9 Looks complete with all controls, wiring and connector.  CPO 

not very good.  Cig burns.   No CP brackets.  Joystick does not 

self center.  Price based on controls.  25"x9"x4"

27 Defender Williams Upright 7 Sold $24 $14 I9 Looks complete with all controls, wiring and connector.  CPO 

very bad.  Lots of cig burns and corners broken away.  Some 

kind of after market rapid fire kit installed.  Higher price 

because of rapid fire kit.  Price based on controls.  25"x9"x4"

28 Deluxe Space Invaders Bally/Midway Upright 1 Sold $11 $16 I9 CPO has wrong color buttons.  Wiring with connector present, 

but there are some loose wiring that will need to be soldered 

back on leaf switches.  25"x9"x4"

29 Deluxe Space Invaders Bally/Midway Upright 2 Sold $1 $19 I9 Appears to be 100% complete with all wiring and connectors 

and controls.  Lots of cig burns.  25"x9"x4"
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30 Depthcharge Gremlin Upright Sold $18 $17 wrap Looks complete with all controls, wiring and connector.  

Wiring by connector looks funky though, be sure to check it in 

pic.  CPO dirty, but not too bad.  CPO completely torn away at 

bend of CP.

31 Discs Of Tron Bally/Midway Upright Sold $75 $16 B2 Joystick missing.  All wiring with connector appears to be 

present.  CPO has a few nicks but is pretty nice.

32 Domino Man Bally/Midway Upright Sold $38 $16 B2 Joystick missing.  One leaf from joystick missing.  Otherwise 

appears to be complete with other buttons, wiring and 

connector.  CPO dirty, water stained, but appears to be in 

good condition.  I do not note any cig burns.  Don't know if 

there is supposed to an interface board on the joystick, but if 

there is, it's missing on this CP.

33 Dragon's Lair Cinematronics Upright 1 Sold $75 $16 E5 Looks complete with all controls and wiring.  At least 2 of the 

leaf switches on the joystick are messed up.  Joystick has a 

good self-center.  CPO dirty but good.

34 Dragon's Lair Cinematronics Upright 2 Sold $85 $16 E5 Looks complete with all controls and wiring.  CPO dirty but 

very nice.

35 Escape From The Planet 

Of The Robot Monsters

Atari Upright 1 Sold $36 $18 D4 Wiring complete with connector.  Appears that all controls are 

present.  CPO dirty, but pretty nice.  Should clean up nice.  

NOTICE:  The hall effect joysticks and interface board in the 

pictures are NOT included.

36 Escape From The Planet 

Of The Robot Monsters

Atari Upright 2 Sold $10 $19 custom Conversion, just the metal plate with CPO

37 Frenzy Stern Upright Sold $16 $17 wrap Looks complete with all controls, wiring and connector.  

Joystick does NOT self-center.  Lots of wear and rust on metal 

CPO.

38 Gorf Bally/Midway Upright Sold $24 $20 custom Looks complete with all wiring and connectors, however some 

wires are loose and soldered directly to interface board.  Art 

on CP very worn away, poor condition.  24"x13"x9"

39 Gorf Bally/Midway Upright Sold $13 $10 A1 Under CP plexi instert.  Art is a little dirty, but in very good 

condition.  Wiring cut, no connector.

40 Ikari Warriors Tradewest Upright Sold $100 $21 B2 Appears to be 100% complete, but no connector. 4 orange, 2 

white, 2 red leaf switch buttons, 2 rotary joysticks.  Price 

based on controls.
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41 Indiana Jones And The 

Temple Of Doom

Atari Upright 2 Sold x $17 C3 Complete, all controls, wiring with connector (2 joystick bolts 

missing).  Atari logo joystick self-centers, but not very tight.  

CPO a bit dirty but very good.  NOT FOR SALE

42 Joust Williams Upright Sold $255 $24 custom I got this from an ex-Williams employee and he said it was 

new and never on a machine.  I believe it.  No cig burns, both 

joysticks nice and tight.  Complete with all controls, wiring and 

connector.  Excellent condition.  The balls of both joysticks are 

dirty and a little nicked up.  Otherwise, everything else on this 

is in excellent to near mint original condition.  When is the last 

time you saw an original Joust CPO with no cig burns?  

25"x9"x7"

43 Jungle King Taito Upright Sold $18 $14 wrap Just the metal and CPO.  CPO is very nice.  Slight cracking in 

CPO at bend of CP.  Lots of rust on back.  Price based mainly 

on the CPO.

44 Kick Bally/Midway Upright 1 Sold $18 $19 B2 Track ball interface board missing.  Otherwise complete with 

all wiring, controls and connector.

45 Kick Bally/Midway Upright 2 Sold $45 $19 B2 Start 2 button broken off.  Wiring present, but connector cut 

off.  Track ball spins great.  CP art worn.  Price based on track 

ball and interface board, which I think can be used in Tron and 

others.

46 Kick Midway Cocktail Sold $20 $15 A1 Track ball interface boards missing.  Wiring complete with 

connectors.  Player two missing yellow/orange button.  Prices 

are for both.  Seperately, player 1 is $12, player 2 is $8. Sold 

on ebay.

47 Kozmik Krooz'r Bally/Midway Upright 1 Sold $145 $25 custom Wiring looks complete, uncut with connectors.  All controls 

are present.  Interface boards present.  CPO in excellent 

condition except for pieces torn away at the bend of the CP.  

Joystick nice and tight and good self-center.  Spinner moves 

easily, but it does not spin freely.  I don't know if this is normal 

or not.  24"x14"x8"

48 Krull Gottlieb Upright Sold $40 $16 C3 Complete with wiring, connector and all controls. 2 

translucent red buttons, 2 bat 4-way leaf joysticks.

49 Lethal Enforcers Konami Upright Sold $85 $23 custom Base of buttons missing.  Happ guns look complete with 

connector.  Price based on guns.  27"x13"x10"
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50 Major Havoc

converted from Tempest

Atari Upright Sold $70 $22 F6 Spinner and start buttons missing.  Wiring with connector 

present.  CPO has cig burns in upper left, but otherwise 

appears to be pretty nice. Sold on ebay

51 Marble Madness Atari Upright 2 Sold $49 $19 C3 Looks complete with all wiring and controls and connector.  

Blue track ball house is cracked.  Wiring to start buttons 

present but not connector and that will need to figured out 

(not a big deal).  CPO not very good.  Price based on 2 cone 

buttons and 2 track balls and wiring.

52 Mayday Hoei Upright Sold $28 $22 custom Appears to be 100% complete with all controls, wiring, 

connector and interface boards.  One leaf switch button is 

broken.  CP dirty but should clean up nice.  Art on CP very 

good except for rusting around joystick.  24"x12"x7"

53 Millipede Atari Upright 2 Sold $20 $18 E5 Complete, all controls, wiring and connector.  Track ball needs 

to be rebuilt.  CPO fair, pieces torn away just to right of track 

ball.  Track ball suitable for Quantum.  CP taken off working 

game, but no guarantees now.

54 Mini Golf Bally/Sente Upright Sold $3 $17 H8 JUST THE UNPOPULATED CONTROL PANEL AVAILABLE. ALL 

CONTROLS AND WIRING SOLD.

55 Omega Race Midway cocktail Sold $14 $13 A1 No idea why I have only one.  Looks 100% complete with all 

controls, wiring and connector.  CPO dirty, but in excellent 

condition., sold on ebay

56 Pac-Man Midway Upright 1 Sold $13 $19 B2 Complete, all controls, wiring with connector.  Condition very 

poor.  Lots of rust, wood rotted.  CPO actually decent.  Price 

based on controls.

57 Pac-Man Midway Upright 2 Sold $18 $19 B2 Complete, all controls, wiring with connector.  Fully working.  

CP metal painted blue (should be black)

58 Paperboy Atari Upright Sold $67 $24 F6 Looks complete with all controls, wiring and connector.  CPO 

on CP is dirty but good.  CPO on controller has a lot torn away.  

Grip handles are blue.

59 Q*bert Gottlieb Upright 1 Sold $19 $16 A1 Joystick loose and does not self-center.  Buttons present but 

wrong.  Wiring with connector looks complete.  CPO bad, a lot 

torn away and there is marker writing on CPO.
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60 Q*bert Gottlieb Upright 2 Sold $27 $16 A1 Buttons missing (bases are present).  All wiring with connector 

present.  CP has plexi over lay protecton it, so 4 extra holes in 

CP.  CPO is actually pretty nice though.

61 Q*bert Gottlieb Upright 3 Sold $34 $16 A1 Buttons missing (bases are present).  All wiring with connector 

present.  CPO very dirty and a lot torn away in the CPO under 

the bend in the CP

62 Quantum Atari Upright 1 Sold $15 $19 F6 Just metal.  Needs major extra hole fixing.

63 Quantum

converted to Arkanoid 

(Romstar)

Atari Upright 2 Sold $15 $19 F6 Just metal.  Needs major extra hole fixing.

64 Road Blasters Atari Upright 1 Sold $30 $25 H8 CPO looks dirty but very good.  Backside looks 100% complete, 

all wiring, connector and interface board.  On topside, handles 

are wrong, left side is 1/2  missing, and button missing.  Right 

side is blue.  They should be black.  Steering self-centers.

65 Road Blasters Atari Upright 3 Sold $30 $25 H8 CPO very dirty, but definitely not great condition.  Right 

handle is broken and button missing.  Backside looks 100%, all 

wiring, interface and connector.  Good self-center.

66 Road Blasters Atari Upright 4 Sold $44 $22 H8 CPO dirty, good, but not great condition.  Backside looks 

100%, all wiring, interface and connector.  Steering almost, 

but not quite self-centers.  Marked good by me 5-17-2013.

67 Robotron Williams Upright 1 Sold $38 $20 custom All wiring and connector are present.  Buttons are present but 

wrong.  Joysticks are present but wrong.  Both are 

microswitch.  25"x10"x10"

68 Robotron Williams Upright 2 Sold $24 $20 custom Buttons missing.  Left joystick is missing (base is present).  

Wiring with connector is present.  Lots of cig burns on CPO.  

25"x10"x10"

69 Roller Jammer Nichibutsu Upright Sold $42 $19 D4 One button missing (base is present).  All other controls, 

wiring and connector present.  CPO dirty, but in very nice 

condition.

70 Satan's Hollow Bally/Midway Upright Sold $39 $20 custom Looks complete with all wiring and connectors.  CPO dirty and 

a lot torn away at bend of CP.  Joystick is supposed to be red 

isn't it?  23"x15"x6"
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71 Scramble Stern Upright Sold $4 $10 A1 Very dirty, tape, but I think it was clean up very nice.  Art on 

CP very good.  There are two extra holes on the left side of the 

CP.  Bummer.

72 Space Ace Cinematronics Upright 1 Sold $65 $16 E5 Wiring looks complete, uncut with connectors.  3 rank buttons 

present.  4-way leaf switch joystick base present, but only 2 

leaf switchs present

73 Space Ace Cinematronics Upright 2 Sold $21 $16 E5 Just CP & CPO.  No wiring or controls.  CPO good except for 

torn away at bend of CP.

74 Space Duel Atari Upright 1 Sold $57 $19 H8 5 red and 5 green leaf switches, 2 cone buttons.  CPO 

excellent.  Wiring complete with connect.  CP complete.

75 Space Duel Atari Upright 2 Sold $42 $19 H8 5 red and 5 green leaf switches, 2 cone buttons.  CPO dirty but 

good.    Wiring complete with connector.  CP complete.  1 leaf 

has tab to wire broken off.

76 Space Duel Atari Upright 3 Sold $36 $19 H8 5 red and 5 green leaf switches, 2 cone buttons.  CPO dirty, 

fair condition.    Wiring complete with connect.  CP complete.

77 Space Fury Sega Upright Sold $46 $15 B2 One player start button missing (bottomw housing present).  

All other wiring and controls and connectors present.  CPO on 

top is good.  CPO at bend and on front has a lot torn away.

78 Star Castle Cinematronics Upright Sold $0 $15 B2 Looks complete with all controls, interface board, wiring and 

ribbon cable.  Aftermarket CPO.

79 Star Wars Atari Upright 2 Sold $104 $22 H8 Complete, all controls, wiring and connector.    Flight 

controller has nice self-centers.  CPO dirty but very nice.  Was 

taken off a working game, but no guarantees now.

80 Star Wars Atari Upright 3 Sold $34 $15 F6 Just the metal and CPO.  CPO very nice.

81 Star Wars Atari Upright 4 Sold $14 $16 F6 Just the metal and CPO.  Bottom of CPO all torn away.

82 Star Wars Atari Upright 5 Sold $25 $16 F6 Just the metal and CPO.  Some of CPO torn away.

83 Star Wars Atari Upright 6 Sold $20 $16 F6 Just the metal and CPO.  Some of CPO torn away.

84 Star Wars Atari Upright 7 Sold $20 $16 F6 Just the metal and CPO.  Some of CPO torn away.

85 Star Wars Atari Upright 8 Sold $23 $15 F6 Just the metal and CPO.  Some of CPO torn away.

86 Stargate Williams Upright Sold $20 $20 custom Complete with all controls, wiring and connector.  Tested 

working.  CPO has a LOT of cig burns.  CPO is glossy style.  

25"x9"x8"
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87 Street Football Bally/Sente Upright Sold $62 $19 B2 Appears to be 100% complete with all controls, wiring, 

connector and interface boards.  Price based on components.

88 Tac/Scan Sega Upright Sold $54 $15 B2 Looks complete with all wiring, connector, buttons, interface 

boards and spinner.  CPO dirty but nice.

89 Tekken Namco Upright Sold $19 $21 E5 4 yellow, 4 red, 2 white push microswitch buttons.  2 bat style 

4 way micro switch joysticks.  Wiring present, but connector 

cut.

90 Tempest Atari Upright Sold $75 $20 F6 Appears to be 100% complete with all controls, wiring, 

connector and interface boards.  CPO very dirty.  CPO on top 

decent, but a lot of cracking and torn away at the second 

(bottom) bend in the CP.  One cone button is wrong color.  

There is a dime size nick in the CPO by the spinner.

91 Tri-Sports

converted from 

(unknown)

Bally/Midway Upright Sold $23 $18 C3 Wico style small track ball with a Bally/Midway interface 

board.  2 red, 2 blue leaf switch buttons.  Price based on 

controls and inverface board.  Wiring with connector present.  

Guessing it's a Centipede conversion (but don't hold me to 

that).

92 Tron Bally/Midway Upright 2 Sold $75 $19 H8 Joystick has no cracks and has a good self-center.  Looks 100% 

complete with all wiring and connector.  CPO good.

93 unknown Sega Upright Sold $0 $17 B2 Price based on 4 way leaf switch & 2 Atari cone buttons.  No 

wiring.

94 unknown unknown Upright Sold $9 $19 B2 2 red, 2 white, 4 way leaf switch joystcik.  Wiring present, but 

connector cut off.  The CPO is generic, but it was the CPO used 

on the Bally/Midway 6-Pack series of games, Up 'N Down, Mr. 

Viking, Flicky, S.W.A.T., Water Match, Bull Fight.  However, 

this CP does not appear to be from that series of cabinets.  It 

apepars to be a size and shape of a standard Galaga or Pac-

Man style cabinet.

95 unknown bootleg of 

Defender

unknown Upright Sold $0 $18 H8 Some Defender clone/bootleg. Defense Command maybe?  

No controls, no wiring, just the metal panel.

96 Virtua Fighter 2 Sega Upright Sold $19 $23 custom 6 red, 2 white micro switches. 2 red bat style 4-way 

microswitch joysticks.  One button base is broken.  Wiring 

uncut with connector.  CPO ok, except a spot torn away at 

bend of CP.  24"x10"x9"
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97 Wacko Bally/Midway Upright 1 Sold $37 $18 C3 Appears to be 100% complete with all wiring and connectors 

and interface boards.  Both bat joysticks self-center and are 

tight.  Track ball needs to be rebuilt.  WARNING!  This trackball 

uses custom size rollers.  CPO has a number of cig burns.  Also 

a 2"x 3/4" piece of the CPO is ripped off (see under left 

joystick).

98 Wacko Bally/Midway Upright 2 Sold $300 $17 Appears to be 100% complete with all wiring and connectors 

and interface boards.  Both bat joysticks self-center and are 

tight.  Track ball needs to be rebuilt.  WARNING!  This trackball 

uses custom size rollers.  CPO pretty nice.  Couple cig burns 

and nicks by start buttons, but otherwise, very nice.

99 Wizard Of Wor Midway Upright Sold $38 $18 B2 CP complete with all wiring and connector.  Small corners of 

CPO chipped off.  Buttons and skirt not matching colors.  One 

loose wire, looks like it might go to cabinet ground.

100 Zwackery Bally/Midway Upright Sold $200 $20 F6 Looks 100% complete.  Excellent condition.  CPO excellent.  

Slight cracking in CPO at bend of CP.
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